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A thicker Antarctic ice stream during the
mid-Pliocene warm period
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Mathieu Morlighem 7, Alexandria J. Koester8, Nathaniel A. Lifton 8,9, Jonathan M. Harbor 1,2,8,10,

Yusuke Suganuma 11, Neil F. Glasser 12, Irina Rogozhina13,14 & Arjen P. Stroeven 1,2

Ice streams regulate most ice mass loss in Antarctica. Determining ice stream response to

warmer conditions during the Pliocene could provide insights into their future behaviour, but

this is hindered by a poor representation of subglacial topography in ice-sheet models. We

address this limitation using a high-resolution model for Dronning Maud Land (East Ant-

arctica). We show that contrary to dynamic thinning of the region’s ice streams following ice-

shelf collapse, the largest ice stream, Jutulstraumen, thickens by 700 m despite lying on a

retrograde bed slope. We attribute this counterintuitive thickening to a shallower Pliocene

subglacial topography and inherent high lateral stresses at its flux gate. These conditions

constrict ice drainage and, combined with increased snowfall, allow ice accumulation

upstream. Similar stress balances and increased precipitation projections occur across 27%

of present-day East Antarctica, and understanding how lateral stresses regulate ice-stream

discharge is necessary for accurately assessing Antarctica’s future sea-level rise contribution.
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The mid-Pliocene warm period (3.3–3.0 Ma, hereafter
referred to as the Pliocene) marks the last time in Earth’s
history that atmospheric CO2 levels were as high as today1.

For this reason, it is often treated as an analogue for how the
polar ice sheets might respond to future warming. In sectors
where the Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) is grounded below sea level,
evidence shows that substantial ice loss occurred during periods
when global temperatures rose above modern values2–5. Loss of
grounded ice leads to an input of freshwater to the oceans and an
increase in global mean sea level. During the Pliocene, ice loss
from both the AIS and Greenland Ice Sheet is thought to have led
to a global mean sea level over 20 m higher than today6,7. It is,
however, unclear whether a future climate similar to the Pliocene
would result in a sea-level rise of the same magnitude.

The main mechanism for AIS mass loss is the dynamic thin-
ning of ice streams8. Dynamic thinning refers to the thinning of
grounded ice due to increased ice flux towards the ice sheet
margin. In Antarctica, most ice streams become floating ice
shelves at the coast. When an ice shelf is laterally confined or
anchored at its base by submarine topographic highs (known as
pinning points), the dominant longitudinal stresses result in force
being applied against the ice stream, creating a buttressing effect.
Buttressing is directly affected by the ice shelf geometry9 and
decreases through thinning and calving10,11. This decrease in
buttressing induces an increased ice flux through the grounding
line12 and upstream ice acceleration, leading to dynamic
thinning13. Areas where ice is grounded below sea level and
where the subglacial topography deepens toward the ice sheet
interior (known as a retrograde bed slope) are particularly sen-
sitive to ice mass loss because such conditions can trigger a
process called marine ice sheet instability14, provided other
conditions are met15–18. This instability is triggered because of
the increased ice sheet thickness at the grounding line (the point
where grounded ice becomes afloat) as it retreats inland along the
retrograde slope, resulting in increased ice flux. The increased ice
flux may cause a positive feedback of ever-increasing mass loss
until the grounding line reaches a slope that shallows towards the
interior. However, models and observations show that this pro-
cess does not apply in all cases due to geometrical variations and
stabilising mechanisms on the stress balance16–19. Today, rapid
retreat is most evident in the West Antarctic Ice Sheet
(WAIS)20,21. This is partly because the WAIS is more exposed to
ocean-driven melt by warmer water masses than the East Ant-
arctic Ice Sheet (EAIS)22 and because the bedrock topography
beneath the WAIS lies largely below sea level, with a deeper bed
under its interior than under its margins23. Conversely, responses
along the EAIS margin vary significantly from basin to basin8 due
to variations in ocean circulation and in the extent to which
basins are grounded below sea level, including variations in their
bed slope24.

During the Pliocene, the EAIS interior is generally thought to
have been thicker than at present4,25. A warmer atmosphere carries
more moisture11, which leads to increased snowfall over the ice
sheet26 and could have resulted in increased accumulation over the
EAIS interior. This interpretation is in line with surface-exposure
ages, which indicate that during the Pliocene DronningMaud Land
(DML), Mac Robertson Land, and the central Transantarctic
Mountains had thicker (>600m) ice cover in mountain ranges that
are partially ice-free today (called nunataks)27,28. At the EAIS
margins, available numerical models and empirical evidence indi-
cate that the EAIS response to Pliocene warmth was less uniform.
Areas where the ice sheet was largely grounded below sea level at
the time are thought to have collapsed or retreated significantly,
producing a steeper elevation profile5,25,29,30. The response of
marginal sectors that lie mostly above sea level, however, is less
constrained due to a lack of empirical evidence24.

The potential for mass gains in regions of the AIS during warm
periods needs to be well understood and constrained. This is
because, in current projections, increased accumulation under a
warmer climate partially offsets the loss of grounded ice from the
WAIS and elsewhere31, and the balance between current surface
mass balance gains and dynamic losses is highly uncertain24.
Western DML offers an ideal setting for evaluating the EAIS
response to past warm periods. It contains areas where ice is
grounded both above and below sea level, and modern estimates
of mass balance show this region to be gaining mass over its
interior (Fig. 1)32, in line with Pliocene reconstructions of nearby
areas27,33. Specifically, ice core, surface exposure, and geophysical
data offer constraints on the EAIS configuration in this region,
supporting a thicker interior and thinner margins during
interglacials34,35.

The steep and variable topography of DML, however, is not
captured by continent-scale ice sheet models. Furthermore,
recently discovered areas where the subglacial topography is over-
deepened are also not included in most recent models24,36. These
models are usually run at low spatial resolutions to achieve long
simulation times and consequently cannot represent regional
patterns of ice dynamics, especially over areas of steep subglacial
topography37,38. This inability can at least partially explain why
such models do not capture the timing and magnitude of ice
thinning recorded by geological constraints39,40. At the same
time, such constraints, which are discrete in space, are extra-
polated over a large area using assumptions based on the modern
ice sheet geometry and potentially miss important regional
variations.

To assess how western DML ice streams respond to a warmer
climate such as the Pliocene, we use a high-resolution numerical
model41 to simulate the region’s ice streams, with a particular
focus on Jutulstraumen, its largest ice stream (Fig. 1). We simu-
late the response of the entire Jutulstraumen catchment to the
Pliocene climate using five of the coupled atmosphere–ocean
global climate models from the Pliocene Model Intercomparison
Project Phase 1: HadCM325,42, COSMOS43, IPSLCM5A44,
MIROC4m45, and MRI-CGCM2.346. These models have been
used in other studies of the Pliocene AIS25,47, and here we make
use of an updated mid-Pliocene subglacial topography
reconstruction48. We model equilibrium-state Pliocene ice sheet
geometries and show that most ice streams in DML were thinner
than today, while Jutulstraumen was thicker under a warmer
climate than at present. We also evaluate to which degree the
modern over-deepened subglacial topography23,36 presents a risk
for ice stream vulnerability49 because its response depends on the
degree of ocean warming and ice-shelf buttressing. Finally, we
identify that ten East Antarctic ice streams (including Jutul-
straumen) have similar topographical settings and are located
where snowfall is projected to increase until 2100. Thus, these ice
streams should be more closely monitored regarding their
responses to future climate change.

Results
Contrasting responses between ice streams during the Pliocene.
All five model reconstructions of the Pliocene show dynamic
thinning at Schyttbreen (the ice stream west of Jutulstraumen) in
the absence of ice shelf buttressing (Fig. 2). The grounding line is
located 10–20 km further inland than at present, the ice surface is
up to 300 m lower at its flux gate (here defined as the section of
the ice stream’s grounding line through which most ice flows),
and dynamic thinning reaches as far as 100 km inland. Dynamic
thinning is also inferred as the norm for other ice streams in
western DML, as shown by a lower-resolution experiment (see
Methods) that includes all ice streams west of Schyttbreen to
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Veststraumen (Figs. 3 and 4). Like Schyttbreen, these ice streams
rest on retrograde bed slopes and are grounded below sea level at
their margins.

Jutulstraumen, however, shows the opposite response. Despite
being separated from Schyttbreen by only 40 km, it is up to 700m
thicker under all modelled Pliocene scenarios (Fig. 2). Ice surface
elevations higher than present are visible along its entire extent
even in the absence of buttressing from its ice shelf, which either
collapses (Fig. 2a, d) or is significantly thinner (Fig. 2b, c, e)
depending on the forcing. Jutulstraumen thickens most just
upstream of its present-day flux gate and along its western
tributary, Penck Trough. Consequently, the Pliocene grounding
line is located further downstream, at a point where it no longer
forms an embayment inland but rather produces a smooth
grounded-ice margin. Ice thickening varies from ~700 m over
Jutulstraumen’s flux gate and ~600 m across the bounding
nunatak ranges (i.e., the nunataks along the ice stream, such as
those that separate Jutulstraumen and Schyttbreen) to ~ 350 m
inland. A thicker ice stream in DML is restricted to Jutulstraumen
and is also observed in the larger-domain experiment (Fig. 3). In
both smaller and larger domains, the ice surface is higher than at
present around the nunataks, outside of the streaming regions,
with a thickening of 400–600 m (Figs. 2 and 3) that is consistent
with geological reconstructions in the mountain ranges of central
DML27,35.

Mechanisms for a thicker ice stream. The Pliocene subglacial
topography of the contrasting thinner and thicker ice streams,
Schyttbreen and Jutulstraumen, differ in key aspects (Fig. 3b).
Schyttbreen has a relatively flat and wide bed close to its
grounding line, whereas Jutulstraumen exhibits a narrower and
deeper flux gate. This pattern is evident both in their recon-
structed Pliocene48 and modern subglacial topographies23

(compare Figs. 1c and 3b). Both ice streams are forced with the
same Pliocene surface mass balance (Fig. 5) and their ice shelves
undergo the same degree of basal melt (see Methods), which
implies that their subglacial topography is the main contrasting
condition. The lateral strain rates along the flux-gate margins of
Jutulstraumen are higher than at Schyttbreen and peak over a
longer distance (Fig. 6), creating a topographic bottleneck effect.
The high strain rates along the western margin of Jutulstraumen
are evident by the rifts and crevasses observed in contemporary
satellite imagery50, reflecting the strong lateral stresses exerted by
the bounding mountain topography. Further end-member tests
where lateral stresses were greatly reduced within plausible
assumptions, either due to a much warmer ice51 or even further
weakened ice-stream margins due to shear heating52, did not
prevent the thickening of Jutulstraumen (Supplementary Note 1).
We thus infer that inherent high lateral stresses provide enough
resistance against ice flow to reduce discharge through the flux
gate and prevent runaway retreat of the grounding line under
reduced ice shelf buttressing and a retrograde bed slope. This flow
constriction, in turn, reduces dynamic thinning19,53, or, as in our
Pliocene experiments, allows for a thicker ice stream. Conse-
quently, Jutulstraumen’s bottleneck reduces how much grounded
ice can be lost compared with the other ice streams, and therefore
the ice stream responds to a warmer climate in a way similar to
the less dynamic mountain regions that flank it.

While Jutulstraumen’s grounding line does not retreat after the
loss of ice-shelf buttressing due to high lateral drag, the
thickening of the ice stream under late Pliocene climate
conditions is also a result of its shallower topography and
increased accumulation upstream of its flux gate. Such changes
are not necessarily restricted to the Pliocene and possibly
occurred throughout the Quaternary. While the AIS as a whole

Fig. 1 Overview of DML and Jutulstraumen. a Grounded ice elevation
changes between January 1994 and December 2020 from ITS_LIVE84,
black rectangle highlights the DML area displayed in panels (b, c); WAIS
and EAIS stand for West and East Antarctic Ice Sheet, respectively.
b Contemporary ice-surface elevation (colours)23 and ice surface speed
contours65 (solid lines denoting 20, 50, and 100ma−1 increasing towards
the margins). Shading highlights the steep topographic gradient between
the ice sheet interior and the margin. Yellow dots mark the flux gates where
elevation changes in Fig. 7 were computed. A thick dashed line marks the
modelled domain, and a thin solid line shows the modern grounding line.
c Modern subglacial topography23, including an updated dataset for
Jutulstraumen36; black rectangle highlights the area shown in Figs. 2 and 6
(smaller-domain experiments) while Fig. 3 (larger-domain experiment)
covers the full extent of panel c. The thin dashed line marks the modern
grounding line.
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was demonstrated to become increasingly unstable throughout
geological time due to the evolution of its subglacial
topography49, geological reconstructions support the notion that
the ice sheet surface over the mountains in DML has
progressively lowered since the Pliocene27,35 as a result of surface
cooling in the Subantarctic South Atlantic (the moisture-source
region for DML54,55). A cooler ocean does not provide as much
moisture to the atmosphere, and snowfall therefore decreases over
the ice sheet interior. In the Holocene, records of both
Subantarctic South Atlantic sea-surface temperatures55 and
accumulation rates over the DML ice sheet interior56 indicate a
shift from a decreasing to an increasing trend in accumulation at
some point between 5 and 3.8 ka. The current observed
thickening over Jutulstraumen (Fig. 1a)32 could therefore be a
response to increased Holocene accumulation.

Future drivers of ice-stream thickness changes. Recent studies
show that EAIS mass gains caused by increased snow accumulation
outweigh losses driven by ocean warming over most drainage
basins31,32,57. This is particularly true for Jutulstraumen, where
mass-balance estimates from gravimetry show an acceleration of
mass gain32, in line with increased accumulation over the DML
plateau due to atmospheric warming26,57. Our Pliocene findings
predict that Jutulstraumen would thicken further with future
atmospheric warming and increased accumulation. However, one
key difference exists between the Pliocene and the contemporary
ice sheet, which needs further consideration: the subglacial topo-
graphy has evolved substantially, primarily because of continuous
subglacial erosion by the active ice streams. Crucially, at its flux

gate, the modern Jutulstraumen basal topography23 is up to 1000m
deeper than in the Pliocene48 but has approximately the same
width (compare Figs. 1c and 3b). This calls into question whether
the lateral stresses at its narrow flux gate can also prevent runaway
grounding-line retreat over the modern subglacial topography and
whether the conclusions drawn from our Pliocene experiments
hold for the modern AIS. To test the implications of this difference
for contemporary ice streams in terms of its grounding-line
migration, we perform an ensemble of 21 experiments using two
different parameterisations for ice-shelf basal melting (see Meth-
ods, section “Response of the modern ice sheet to future-like ocean
scenarios”; Supplementary Table 1). These experiments include
seven different basal-melting scenarios representative of modern
and Pliocene conditions, combined with three upper-end sea-level
rise scenarios. They are run for 1000 years starting from the
present-day configuration and surface mass balance, under con-
stant ice-shelf basal melting, and sea level rising over the first 300
years. Remarkably, Jutulstraumen thickens dynamically, and its
grounding line does not retreat despite sea-level rise in all cases
where its ice shelf remains significantly extensive, either confined
by the narrow flux-gate topography and/or dynamically anchored
by pinning points further downstream (blue markers in Fig. 7b,
which refer to the experiments in Fig. 8a–c). However, the same is
not observed in the cases where ocean warming, affecting both
basal melting and calving, is high enough to completely collapse its
ice shelf or reduce it to the point where it is no longer laterally
confined or anchored by pinning points. In contrast to the Pliocene
simulations, Jutulstraumen becomes thinner in all cases where ice
shelf buttressing is reduced.

Fig. 2 Jutulstraumen is thicker under all climate forcings. a–e Ice–surface elevation differences between all Pliocene-forced experiments and present
day23 (panel f). Panel (f) also shows the 50ma−1 surface speed contour as dashed grey lines, highlighting the ice streams, which are marked with S
(Schyttbreen), PT (Penck Trough), and J (Jutulstraumen). Black dashed lines in all panels show the modern grounding-line position, while black solid lines
show the modelled Pliocene position.
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The interplay between ice-shelf buttressing and changes in ice
thickness and extent is not straightforward58. Nevertheless, the
normal buttressing ratio (ΘN)59 is a useful way to illustrate the
role of ice-shelf buttressing in these experiments and shows that
Jutulstraumen and Schyttbreen have completely different
responses to the demise of their ice shelves (Fig. 7). In short,
ΘN quantifies how large normal stresses are at the grounding line
compared to a hypothetical case where ice shelves are absent.
Values above 1, albeit non-physical, indicate a stress balance that
promotes increased flux through the grounding line into the ice
shelf at the specific region over which it was calculated59, while
values below 1 indicate that stresses are acting to buttress ice flow
across the grounding line. The present-day configuration of the
trough in which Jutulstraumen sits, which laterally confines both
grounded and floating ice, prevents dynamic thinning only until
its ice shelf becomes unanchored (Fig. 8). When the ice shelf no
longer buttresses Jutulstraumen, the effect of its deeper trough
outweighs the counteracting effect of lateral drag at the flux gate,
and mass loss occurs. Schyttbreen, as expected, is more sensitive:
it does not need a significant reduction of its ice shelf and
consequent loss of buttressing to trigger dynamic thinning.

Discussion
The findings from our modelling experiments have implications
for interpreting geological reconstructions of past ice sheet
change and for evaluating the future response of EAIS ice
streams. Compared with the ice streams that thinned under

warmer conditions, the modelled ice thickness response was
different at the Nunatak ranges, where several mountain summits
are exposed (white areas where ice is grounded in Fig. 2). Geo-
logical records of past ice stream change are commonly collected
from nunatak ranges, yet we show that the ice surface evolves
differently in these less dynamic regions than over most ice
streams. Whereas higher modelled ice-surface elevations around
nunataks are consistent with empirical reconstructions27,35, our
results also highlight that dynamic thinning of ice streams such as
at Schyttbreen and its western neighbours can be easily over-
looked in the geological record. This distinction is true for Ant-
arctica but equally true for exposure-age constraints in other
mountainous regions that have been covered by ice sheets in the
past. Therefore, when interpreting geological records, one should
not treat all nunataks similarly. Instead, it is important to con-
sider the past and present glaciological context of the region and
to evaluate any differences in the recorded ice thickness history
between nunataks near ice streams and those located in less
dynamic areas. For a more comprehensive understanding of ice
sheet behaviour, an iterative approach is needed: geological
reconstructions need to be investigated using high-resolution
numerical models, just as models are evaluated against
empirical data.

The EAIS, where grounded below sea level, became increas-
ingly sensitive to ocean warming as basal topography evolved
over the past 34 Ma49. Thus, there is a real need to adequately
capture the interaction of individual ice streams with their sub-
glacial topography in ice sheet models. Our results demonstrate
that caution is needed when using AIS responses to past warm
climates as analogues for the future because subglacial topo-
graphy changes significantly on geological time scales. Further-
more, considering the importance of subglacial topography for ice
sheet response38,39,49, there is a clear need to use topographic
reconstructions of the target geological period and at a spatial
resolution that conforms with high-resolution model domains,
thus capturing the complex-terrain influence when modelling ice
streams. At present, the available datasets have a resolution of
5 km or coarser, which is not enough to capture local-scale
features39. It is important to keep in mind that the geophysical
relief approach60 applied to reconstruct the Pliocene
topography61 produces a smooth palaeo topography that does not
capture some local features, such as the preserved fluvial valleys
beneath Jutulstraumen36. For the future, it is important that
mechanisms and patterns of glacial erosion are better understood
and incorporated in subglacial topographical reconstructions at
resolutions that take full advantage of the capabilities of state-of-
the-art regional ice sheet models.

The contrasting responses of neighbouring ice streams in
western DML under the same warmer-than-present climate sce-
narios illustrate a stabilising mechanism for runaway grounding-
line retreat that has implications across the ice sheet. When a flux
gate is wide, a smaller fraction of the ice body is constricted by
lateral drag, allowing more ice to flow through (Fig. 9a). As a
result, the grounding line becomes more sensitive to the loss of its
ice shelf and can retreat more easily. Conversely, narrow flux
gates funnel ice from a wider region towards a narrower outlet,
creating a bottleneck that provides lateral stresses that are high
enough to reduce the outflow of ice and thus decrease mass loss
(Fig. 9b). However, as shown by the differences between Jutul-
straumen’s response to Pliocene vs. modern subglacial topo-
graphies, the presence of a deeper trough at the flux gate can
outweigh the role played by lateral stresses, increasing the ice
stream’s susceptibility to dynamic thinning.

A screening of ice streams in East Antarctica reveals that other
ice streams might also experience stabilising effects from a narrow
flux gate. Assessing whether they act to limit EAIS mass loss or

Fig. 3 Dynamic thinning is the norm for western DML ice streams.
a Ice–surface elevation difference between the Pliocene (forced by
HadCM3) and today, for the larger model domain that includes ice streams
west of Jutulstraumen. The dashed line indicates the 50ma−1 surface
speed contour, and the ice streams discussed in the text are indicated by
their initials (Fig. 2f; V for Veststraumen). b Pliocene subglacial
topography48. Dotted lines in panel a show the relaxed present-day
grounding line, while solid lines in panels a and b show their modelled
Pliocene position.
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Fig. 4 Showcase of the lower-resolution, larger-domain experiment. aModern surface topography (m a.s.l.). b Pliocene surface topography (the difference
between both is presented in Fig. 3a. c Pliocene surface speed (ma−1). d Pliocene ice-surface elevation difference (m) between the larger-domain and the
smaller-domain experiments (blue means the larger domain produces higher elevations). e Pliocene surface speed for the smaller domain, for comparison with
panel (c). Dashed lines in panels a, b denote the 50ma−1 surface speed contour, while solid lines in all panels show the grounding line. In summary, the larger
experiment yields a thicker Jutulstraumen, while Schyttbreen loses less mass due to ice advection from the western part of the domain. This increased mass
advection, however, is not enough to significantly counter the effects of dynamic thinning at Schyttbreen or the other smaller glaciers.

Fig. 5 Surface mass balance based on the different climate models. a–e Pliocene surface mass balance (ma−1) computed for all experiments shown in
Fig. 2, including lapse-rate corrections. Panel f shows the surface mass balance from RACMO2.3p1 in its original form, without corrections for elevation
differences. Solid lines in all panels show the present-day grounding line.
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cause EAIS mass gain, or if they are instead vulnerable to retreat,
is necessary for refining our future estimates of sea-level rise. We
identify 11 other ice streams in similar topographic settings (i.e., a
deep trough and a narrow flux gate; see Methods), of which 9 (10
including Jutulstraumen) are in regions of the EAIS where

snowfall is projected to increase62 (Fig. 10 and Supplementary
Table 2). Thus, ice stream thickening under a warmer-than-
present climate may not be exclusive to Jutulstraumen, and it
remains to be assessed to which extent the narrow flux gates are
able to prevent or slow down long-term mass loss from these ice

Fig. 7 Ice-shelf buttressing can prevent thinning over Jutulstraumen even under upper-end sea-level rise scenarios. Ice-shelf buttressing and ice
thickness change at the modern grounding line for three different sea-level rise and ocean-forcing scenarios over a Schyttbreen and b Jutulstraumen.
Circles mark the experiments where ice-shelf basal melting is prescribed as in the Pliocene experiments but under varying ocean temperatures, while
squares mark the experiments where basal melting is obtained from a box model (see Methods). The buttressing ratio59 quantifies the degree of
buttressing provided by an ice shelf at the grounding line compared to the absence of an ice shelf (ΘN < 1 when buttressing exists, ΘN > 1 when the stress
balance increases ice flux through the grounding line). The number shown is an average along the grounding line for each ice stream (see Fig. 8f),
considering the normal stresses. The dashed line highlights the ΘN= 1 threshold between buttressed and increased-flux conditions.

Fig. 6 Lateral stresses are significantly higher along the Jutulstraumen flux gate. Horizontal strain rates (a−1) for a the modern ice sheet and b the
Pliocene ice sheet. The solid line shows the grounding line position and the dashed lines show the 50ma−1 surface speed contour. Schyttbreen and
Jutulstraumen are identified by their initials.
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streams in a future warmer world. Together, these 10 basins
account for 27% of the EAIS in both area and discharge63. A
careful evaluation is required of the response of these critical ice
streams using basin-scale, high-resolution numerical models. At
least half of these ice streams have been previously identified as of
high interest to determine the EAIS future24. Thus, more accurate
assessments of the interplay between lateral drag, ice-shelf but-
tressing, and marine ice sheet instability will improve our esti-
mates of EAIS sensitivity to grounding-line retreat and its
potential future contributions to sea-level rise.

As in atmosphere and ocean models, the artificial smoothing of
topography due to low spatial resolution prevents coarse-
resolution ice sheet models from properly capturing regional
topographically controlled dynamics37–39. In the case of ice sheet
models, the inclusion of over-deepened subglacial topographies is
key for a proper assessment of whether marine ice sheet
instability might trigger runaway retreat of the grounding line in a
retrograde bed slope ice stream24. We show here that a proper
representation of subglacial topography is critical to assessing an
ice stream’s response to climate change and that geological

Fig. 9 A narrow flux gate constricts the ice flow due to high lateral stresses. Schematic showing a transect across the flux gate for a wide and shallow
troughs (e.g., Schyttbreen) and b narrow and deep troughs (e.g., Jutulstraumen). High lateral stresses are highlighted in red, while the ice flow is
represented as a vector pointing out of the page. Ice-flow constriction can lead to ice stream thickening as less mass is transported towards the ice shelf.
Conversely, a wide and shallow flux gate allows more mass loss and, thus, ice sheet thinning under reduced ice-shelf buttressing. Although these are flux
gate cross-sectional representations, it is worth reminding that these stresses act along considerable distances upstream (Fig. 6).

Fig. 8 Ice surface elevation differences between the 1000-year experiments under different sea-level rise scenarios and present day. The upper row
a–c shows the experiments using PICO with an input temperature of −1.0 °C, while the lower row d–f shows the experiments where the HadCM3 Pliocene
ocean forcing was applied. Rectangles in panel f show the bounds for computing the buttressing ratio (Fig. 7) over the grounding line for each ice stream.
Dashed lines show the modern grounding line, while thick solid lines show the modelled grounding line at the end of the experiment. In short,
Jutulstraumen thickens despite sea-level rise as long as its ice shelf provides buttressing.
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reconstructions might not accurately reflect the future response of
an ice stream. The potential for dynamic thinning and corre-
sponding contribution to sea-level rise is dependent on whether
the ice stream flux gate geometry is narrow and shallow/deep or
wide and shallow/deep. For Jutulstraumen, a combination of
increasing inland snowfall under warming conditions26,57, a
subglacial topography that funnels much of this excess ice
through a constricting flux gate, and significant ice-shelf but-
tressing can explain the trend of mass gain32. Nine additional ice
streams along the EAIS margin present this complex combination
of conditions and need to be more thoroughly assessed regarding
how they interact with (i) the bounding topography, (ii) a warmer
ocean, and (iii) increased snow accumulation conditions char-
acteristic of a warmer climate. This will ultimately improve esti-
mates of future EAIS mass change, highlighting whether the EAIS
is able to offset the mass loss from the West Antarctic and
Greenland ice sheets and lead to refined uncertainties in global
sea-level projections. Because ice shelves are the key components
determining whether a switch from ice stream thickening to ice
stream thinning could send Antarctica into irreversible retreat, it
is most pertinent that we understand and closely monitor their
health and stability.

Methods
Ice sheet model. All simulations were performed using the ice-
flow model Úa41, which has been used previously for palaeo-time
scale simulations39,53. We model the Jutulstraumen catchment, as
defined in ref. 64 for the grounded part, but extend the domain to

the continental shelf break. The model solves the shallow shelf
approximation of the Stokes equations using the finite-element
method over an irregular mesh. The mesh resolution is 10 km
over the less dynamic areas of the domain and is refined to ca.
500 m over regions of steep subglacial topography and at
grounding zones. The latter is defined as the area within 2 km of
where ice becomes afloat. In the larger-domain simulation (pre-
sented in Section “Contrasting responses between ice streams
during the Pliocene”), the mesh is refined to only 1 km within
4 km on either side of the grounding line. In all experiments, the
mesh is updated during simulation time (every 20 model years) to
track and maintain a high resolution over these targeted features
as the ice sheet geometry evolves.

The thermal state of the ice sheet is not explicitly solved and is
instead implicitly accounted for in the strain-rate coefficient (A)
of Glen’s Flow Law (using n= 3). A distribution of A is obtained,
together with a distribution of basal sliding coefficients (C),
through an inversion procedure (Supplementary Fig. 3). For this
procedure, we use modern ice surface velocities from
MEaSUREs65 and modern bedrock topography from
BedMachine–Antarctica23, including the most up-to-date data
for Jutulstraumen36. The distribution of basal sliding coefficients
is used in conjunction with Weertman’s sliding law (using m= 3;
an assessment of this choice is presented in Supplementary
Note 2). Following recent studies66, we add an extra term in the
inversion procedure to penalise changes in ice thickness, which
minimises model drift at the start of time-dependent runs. Our
model setup leads to a well-resolved ice flow of all modern ice
streams and minor glaciers within the simulated catchment and,

Fig. 10 Horizontal strain rates (a−1) for each identified ice stream in a similar topographic setting to Jutulstraumen along the EAIS margin. a Slessor,
b Shirase, c Rayner, d Robert, e Mellor, f Denman, g Dibble, h Mertz, and i Ninnis glaciers. Ice streams identified from high lateral stresses58, and over
which precipitation is projected to increase62. Solid lines show the modern grounding line. Locations of these ice streams are shown in Supplementary
Fig. 6.
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therefore, realistically captures the glacial dynamics of western
DML. Although our inverted fields are not fully consistent with
the reconstructed Pliocene topography, since they use modern
conditions as input, there are no ice-surface velocity data
available to carry out a similar procedure for the Pliocene, nor
sufficiently available geological constraints to reliably estimate a
spatial distribution of C based on other procedures (e.g., ref. 67).
This limitation is not exclusive to our model or choice of how to
prescribe basal sliding, but a general characteristic of palaeo ice
sheet models67–69. We note, however, that ice rheological
features, such as a weakening of the ice stream margins due to
shear heating, are captured in the spatial distribution of A
(Supplementary Fig. 3a). Nevertheless, we perform sensitivity
tests to an overall ice warming and a further weakened ice
margin, which would reduce lateral stresses at the margins of
Jutulstraumen (Supplementary Note 1).

Finally, ice-shelf basal melting is computed assuming a
quadratic local dependence on ocean temperature70, and calving
is prescribed as a thickness threshold based on modern ice-shelf
thicknesses, where ice thinner than 200m is instantly calved
away71. Due to numerical considerations, in finite-element
models such as Úa, the “de facto” calving front is located at the
downstream end of the domain, with a thin layer of inactive ice at
the prescribed minimum thickness (10 m) covering the area
between what we consider the calving front and the downstream
domain boundary. Recent studies using one-dimensional steady-
state models have shown that how the calving front is treated in
ice-sheet models has an impact on ice flux through the grounding
line, which could be larger than ice-shelf melting9,12 and could
have influenced our results. How these findings apply to time-
dependent ice flow simulations along two horizontal dimensions,
however, remains to be assessed.

Pliocene model forcings. We simulate equilibrium ice geometries
of Jutulstraumen’s catchment under Pliocene climate conditions
derived from a subset of five climate models from the Pliocene
Model Intercomparison Project Phase 142–46 (Supplementary
Table 3), which includes the control simulation used in the
PLISMIP-ANT project25. Pliocene surface mass balance is com-
puted as accumulation minus ablation, which are calculated from
the respective climate model’s monthly climatology of near-
surface atmospheric temperature and precipitation. Both fields
are corrected for the mismatch between the topographies from
the climate model and our ice-flow model through lapse rates of
−8 °C km−172 and 7% °C−173 for temperature and precipitation,
respectively. Accumulation is computed as the fraction of solid
precipitation based on surface atmospheric temperature74, and
ablation is computed through a semi-analytical solution of the
positive degree-day model75. We evolve the surface mass balance
linearly over 1000 years to ensure a smooth transition from
modern to Pliocene conditions. Surface mass balance starts from
modern RACMO2.3p176 and evolves to the Pliocene distribution
as described above, applying a topographic lapse-rate correction
each time the model mesh is updated. Sea level, conversely, is set
to 25 m above present from the start of each experiment, as in
PLISMIP-ANT72. Ocean temperatures are also constant and
applied uniformly under the ice shelves. They are computed from
the respective climate models as the 400 m-depth average over the
region offshore from our modelled domain’s grounding line (i.e.,
between y= 1950 and y= 2300 km and between x=−400 and
x= 200 km following the EPSG3031 projection). Although our
model does not include an interactive evolving lithosphere, we
performed experiments using the three available mid-Pliocene
bed topography reconstructions48. The impact of the different
bed topographies and initial conditions on the resulting ice sheet

configurations was much smaller than the changes observed in
the main experiments (Supplementary Note 3). Furthermore, a
wide range of glacial isostatic adjustment models shows the
lithosphere response over the modelled region to be small and
uniform, at least since the last deglaciation77. We further note
that the Pliocene topographies used in this study are recon-
structed using the geophysical relief approach60 whereby offshore
Pliocene-present sediment volumes are loaded in onshore
depressions up to a ‘summit accordance surface’ created by
interpolating between the highest summits defined within a cir-
cular sliding window of 30 km radius48. This approach is
designed to capture key trends in landscape evolution but is likely
to create an unrealistically smooth paleo-landscape48. Since an
artificially smooth Pliocene topography may lead to over-
estimated basal sliding rates, we test a scenario where sliding rates
are kept at a uniform low rate of 10 m a−1, representative of the
least dynamic areas of the ice sheet (Supplementary Note 2 and
Supplementary Fig. 2a).

Simulations start from the modern BedMachine-Antarctica ice
surface elevation23 as opposed to ice thickness to avoid geometry
inconsistencies from using a significantly different subglacial
topography. An experiment was also performed starting from the
PRISM4 reconstructed Pliocene surface topography4, which
showed an equilibrium geometry close to that starting from the
modern ice surface (Supplementary Fig. 5). Nevertheless, we
opted for the modern surface topography as our starting
conditions for a consistent comparison with the present-day ice
surface. All experiments are run until they are in close
equilibrium with the forcing climate, which we consider when
their total ice volume changes less than ca. 0.5% over five
thousand model years. This state is achieved after twenty to thirty
thousand model years, depending on the experiment. All Pliocene
sensitivity tests were performed using HadCM3 as the forcing
climate model. The modern reference ice sheet geometry used in
all comparisons is a relaxation run of 10 and 100 years for the
higher and lower resolution experiments, respectively, under their
respective initial conditions. The lower resolution experiment is
also performed using HadCM3 as the forcing climate, and the
main differences between both domains are summarised in Fig. 4.

Response of the modern ice sheet to future-like ocean scenar-
ios. We perform a total of twenty-one 1000-year experiments,
which all start from the modern BedMachine-Antarctica ice sheet
geometry, inverted A and C fields, and use constant
RACMO2.3p1 surface mass balance76. These experiments are a
combination of seven different ice-shelf melting scenarios using
two distinct parameterisations for basal melting and three dif-
ferent sea-level rise scenarios. The first set of ice-shelf basal
melting scenarios uses the same parameterisation as in the Plio-
cene experiments. Within this set, one scenario uses ocean tem-
peratures derived from the modern ocean temperatures in the
World Ocean Atlas 2018 (0.05 °C)78. Another scenario uses the
Pliocene HadCM3 ocean temperatures (1.60 °C), and the third
assumes an extreme scenario of 2.00 °C. The latter two are able to
greatly reduce the extent of all ice shelves over the simulation
period (see Fig. 8d–f for the 1.60 °C case). The second set of ice-
shelf basal melting parameterisations uses the PICO box model79

to mimic the overturning circulation under modern ice-shelf
cavities. We use four fixed values for its input temperature ([−1.6,
−1.4, −1.2, −1.0] °C). This range has as a lower boundary the
value used for the Jutulstraumen basin in a continental-scale
experiment using PICO79,80 and as an upper boundary the closest
value that prevents unrealistic grounding-line advance from
Schyttbreen under modern climate conditions and sea level. For
each of these seven ice-shelf basal melting scenarios, we perform
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three experiments that reflect different upper-boundary estimates
of global sea-level rise, as determining local sea-level changes is
not trivial81. Sea level is linearly raised over the first 300 model
years from present day by a total of 10.4, 12.7, and 25.0 m. The
first value is based on the high-end estimate of sea-level rise for
the most pessimistic IPCC scenario by 230082, the second reflects
a full contribution from Greenland and the WAIS to sea-level
rise23, and the third is the same value used in the Pliocene (and
PLISMIP) experiments72. After the first 300 years, we keep the
forcings constant until the simulation reaches 1000 years of
model time. These experiments are summarised in Supplemen-
tary Table 1.

Identifying topographically constrained EAIS ice streams. We
use results from a present-day Antarctic-wide simulation58 per-
formed with the same ice sheet model to identify ice streams along
the EAIS margin that are in a similar topographic setting to
Jutulstraumen and present higher lateral stresses at their flux gates
than at their surroundings, also extending further upstream. From
this subset, we only account for those that also present a narrow
flux gate, i.e., where the grounding line forms an embayment and
the ice stream trunk is deeper than its surroundings, showing signs
of over-deepening through time. We are able to identify 11 ice
streams, in addition to Jutulstraumen, that follow such criteria. Out
of these 11 ice streams, 9 are located in regions where precipitation
is projected to increase, as is the case for Jutulstraumen62. For each
of the 11 ice streams, we summarise in Supplementary Table 2
whether they show any changes in surface elevation at their flux
gates83, in mass balance over their respective basins32, and in
projected changes in precipitation over their grounded area by 2100
according to CMIP5 and CMIP6 models62.

Data availability
The ITS_LIVE data is available at https://doi.org/10.5067/6II6VW8LLWJ7. The
MEaSUREs ice velocity data set for Antarctica is available at https://doi.org/10.5067/
MEASURES/CRYOSPHERE/nsidc-0484.001. The original BedMachine-Antarctica
dataset is available at https://doi.org/10.5067/C2GFER6PTOS4. The updated
Jutulstraumen thickness estimates are available at https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.
911475. Reconstructed Pliocene topographies are available at https://doi.org/10.1594/
PANGAEA.923109. PRISM4 surface topography is available at https://geology.er.usgs.
gov/egpsc/prism/4_data.html. RACMO2.3p1 and model outputs from the Pliocene
Model Intercomparison Project are available upon request to the authors of the original
publications (refs. 76 and 47 respectively).

Code availability
A version of the record for Úa’s source code is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.3706624, and the current version is available at https://github.com/GHilmarG/
UaSource. Model configuration files to reproduce the experiments shown are available at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8228879.
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